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NOTICE OF MEETING

FRIDAY 13" ocroBER 7.3oPM

ROBERTSON COMMUNITY CENTRE

CAALONG ST

Our guest speaker will be Dr Ellen Percy Kraly and she will speak on
Population, Dentography and the Environment Dr Kraly is visiting
Professor of Geography at the University of Wollongong. Her past
professional work has included studies on the interaction between
population and the environment.

Since arriving in Australia Dr Kraly, a demographer from the United
States, has led student field tours to Uluru, the Kimberleys and Kakadu.

Increasingly we are starting to examine the environmental impacts that of
our present lifestyles. Questions such as what is an appropriate population
for this country are starting to be asked. The term ecological footprint has
been coined to describe the amount of land and other resources needed to
sustain a particular lifestyle. For example the average Canadian needs 22
hectares of farmland, forest, mines and dumps to support his or her
lifestyle while an Indian needs only two hectares. Is this a fair
comparison?

Each step in the growth of civilisation has required the input of more
energy - is this increase in energy use sustainable particularly in
Australia? Increased reliability and abundance of food has meant that
populations have grown with few restraints - can this continue? What
will be the environmental consequences? Has the population already
reached a figure that exceeds the land's capacity to support it? What
lessons can be leamt from the past and the experiences of other countries?

All are welcome to attend what should be a thought provoking talk. A
light supper will be served.



EDITOR'S NOTE

Are economic incentives a valid way of encouraging conservation on private land?
Can we afford to ignore potential markets for ecosystem services - or, as Belinda
Robertson, Manager of Environment Aushalia's National Heritage Trust, recently
suggested, are mechanisms such as biodiversity credits 'a panacea or simply a case of
the emperor's new clothes'?

The National Heritage Trust's failure to provide any significant strategic
environmental benefits, although a fact not conceded by the Federal Govemment but
confirmed by an independent audit conducted by the Australian Conservation
Foundation, begs the question, can governments ever deliver appropriate
environmental outcomes? Can the 'market' deliver the right environrnental outcomes?

As usual there are more questions than answers, my only comment is let the debate
begin in earnest.

Contributions for Eucryphia can be sent to the editor Steve Douglas 108 Blackman
Pde Unanderra 2526.

Membership of the Society is always welcomed. Please contact the President PO
Box 45 Robertson2577 Ph 4885 - 1394

FROM THE COMMITTEE

ROBERTSON RURAL RAILWAY PROJECT

Further funding avenues are currently being explored and it is hoped that the in-kind
contribution normally required from the local community can be kept to a minimum.

At this stage it is proposed that REPS obtain a sublease from the council which
would ultimately be taken up by an autonomous group whose interest will be in
running the railway project on a long-term basis.

RIVERCARE PLAI\NING DAYS

The Rivercare planning process for Caalang Creek, facilitated by REPS and run by
Karen Elton and Brad Davies from the DLWC, is currently proceeding with the third
plarming day having been held on 23'd September.

The days have been well attended with many ofthe landholders along the creek taking
the opportunity to discuss issues ofconcem and formulate a plan for the rehabilitation
of the riparian zones.
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A grant of aimost $1000 has been received from the RSA for the purchase of plants
and materials to be used in the beautification of the site.



It is pleasing for the committee to see such interest in this impo(ant natural resource
that bisects our village.

BIODIVERSITY DAY BOWRAL

The Southem Highlands Landcare Network Biodiversity Day held on 2nd September,

at which REPS had a display, was once again a very successfui day.

There were several hundred entries in the 'Frog' colouring competition which was

distributed to schools throughout the Highlands. The entries from the students at the

Robertson Primary School were particularly imaginative and creative (not a biased

comment!).

The displays by Council, Landcare Groups, Sydney Catchment Authority and

Permaculture were all very informative while the'Microscope Man', Roy Freere was

once again very popular as was Pat Jordan our Bush Tucker Lady. It was a shame

more members didn't take the opportunity to taste the nettle soup and various other

bush foods.

Jane Lemann's display of Environmental weeds once again caused many people to
cornrnent'I didn't know that could be a problem'. We hope the message is getting
through that we must all be aware of those plants which are now, or have the potential
to become environmental weeds, and thus impact on our biodiversity. The National
Parks and Wildlife Service Caravan with its habitat displays was also a popular
addition to the day as was Wally the Landcare Platypus.

It was also exciting to have Dr Judy West and some of her colleagues from the Centre
for Plant Biodiversity Research in Canberra. They had the EUCLID eucalypt plant
identification system operating and you could sit at the computers and try out this
great identification tool.

Thanks to all those who came along and supported the day - the preservation of our
biodiversity is probably the most serious environmental issue facing Australia at this
time with the ongoing threats to habitat caused by land clearing and forest destruction.

INTERESTING INF'ORMATION

NATIONAL WEEDBUSTER WEEK October 8th - lSth

Alien species, which include weeds, are now recognised on a global scale as the
second biggest threat to the world's biodiversity behind habitat removal. Close to
50Yo of the 450 Australian weeds targeted by legislation have been deliberately
introduced into the country.

Weedbuster week was developed to increase awareness of weeds and their impact on
both the environment and primary industry and to get Australians to take action
against them. Weeds directly impact on our native plant communities through
competition with species. This then affects our biodiversity and can affect endangered

species through domination ofnative food sources.



There are now about 2700 non-native plants that have been recorded as naturalised in
Australian bushland. The monetary cost of these environmental weeds is difficult to
quantifr though it is probably much trigher than that of agricultural weeds which now
cost Australian primary industries in excess of $3.3 billion per annum. Of these 2700
non-native naturalised plants some are now being called 'sleeper' weeds. These
'sleepers' are yet to make a big impact on the environment but this will certainly
happen when factors such a landscape structure, resor.[ce uses or climatic conditions
change.

What can we do?

There are many plants which we know traditionally as weeds but it is important when
we go to the nursery to buy plants for our gardens that we start question whether
many plants that are still commercially available have the potential to become weeds
of the future. These plants are now being classified as environmental weeds.

Those plants with berries obviously have the potential to spread far and wide, being
spread by birds and sometimes small animals. Wingecarribee Shire Council has a list
of plants considered environmental weeds in our area but it is ultimately up to you to
decide whether you actually plant these potential pests or think ahead to the future and
avoid them.

Some ofthe plants which are, evon now, impacting on our native bushlands are privet,
honeysuckle, ivy, holly, radiata pines and laurels. Please learn to recognise these
plants and remove them when you see them or our natural bushlands will be
unrecognisable in the future. Do you have one of these plants, large or small, that you
could remove from your garden to help save the spread of these invaders into our
bushland?

F'ROM THE LIBRARY

The following items have been received by the library since the last meeting:

Y Riverpost -Newsletter of the Hawkesbury-Nepean Trust

Y On Your doorslap - Newsletter NPWS South Coast Region

Y Environmental Defender -Newsletter of the Friends of the EDO

Y Total Environment -Newsletter of the Total Environment Centre

) Cunninghamia - lo:urrl.a,l of Plant Ecology - National Herbarium of N.S.W.

These are available for borrowing at the general meetings.
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ln both exasperation and wonder I look at our untidy garden. I must get out there and tidy it,

clean it up I think (or rather say out loud as l'm more apt to do). ln reality though, I feel that
this 'tidy' garden thing is an incredibly anglo-euro anthropocentric thing. Yet I am influenced
by this (a bit), perhaps because it's the general expectation that your or our house and
garden should be lust so'in that anglo-euro conformist way. So other people can admire it,
I suppose. But our garden will never be lust so'. lt is unlikely to be admired by passers-by.
After more than twenty years it is still evolving. We planted it from scratch, willy-nilly, a no-
frills garden, so for whom does our garden grow? Does it have to be'just so'? After all,
apart from our own intended viewing pleasure we grew it mainly for the birds, the little native
birds that is.

It seems to have worked. That's the
wonder of it. What is uncanny is that
almost every time a daggy shrub or tree
branch is destined for the chop (in the
name of tidiness) it then becomes
essential avian habitat. Dead branches
invariably provide popular perches. A
large half-dead Melaleuca ericifolia and a

'lopsided Leptospermum'horizontalis'
have become nesting sites for thornbills.
So now I can't go near them. And it
wouldn't surprise me if after the
nestmakers have moved on, the bower
birds construct a bower nearby.

We've had numerous bowers over the years, often built on the same site year after year.
These are the same bower birds for whom we grow strawberries (you know what I mean)!
Last year I was impressed when a Solanum yescum appeared in the garden, producing
many large pale blue flowers in a relatively shaded spot, so I looked forward to collecting the
fruit to propagate it. That is until the bower birds constructed a bower at its base and stayed
around long enough for the fruit to drop and be consumed by the blue-eyed ones. Damn
those birds!

The neglected corner of the garden that has been on the'must tidy' list for years is now the
hangout for grey fantails, thornbills, eastern spinebills and Lewin's honeyeaters, flitting
around in the foliage all day, together their joyous tinkering, zizzing and piping notes filling
the air. Whilst they are busy here I can't disturb them and frighten them away. How dare
they hamper my plans to tidy it up! And what about other chores? Don't they know that I

can't be forever stopping to observe their antics and be mesmerized by their music? lf they
move on, the white-browed scrub wrens will probably move in. And there will be others too.
And so it goes.

The larger birds like bower birds and currawongs have left their mark in this 'must tidy'
corner. A plethora of seedlings of privet, cherry laurel, holly, ivy and blackberry, some
becoming established, reallv need removal. Untidy long grass growing underneath the
shrubs must be dealt with. I watched thornbills pick the dead grass blades from under the
Grevillea rivularis to make their nest. What if we had no long dead grass? What if we had a
tidv garden?

Our tangle of mainly Australian trees and shrubs, exotic weeds and grasses provide food,
shelter and a playground for many resident and visiting birds over the year. We provide only
a couple of shallow water bowls. Although hidden under a low bottlebrush they are well
used. lnterestingly we have very few visits from sparrows, mynahs and starlings (only
blackbirds have come to nest, much to my annoyance). Perhaps what we have isn't really
meant to be a 'garden'. So maybe it doesn't need tidying. lf the birds don't care, then why
should l? r R.W.

THE UNTIDY GARDEN
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Centre for Plant Bidiversity Research

Biodiversity Credits
creating markets for ecosystem services

CSIRO Discovery Lectue Theatre, Wednesday 20 September 2000 at 4 pm

SPEAKER: Carl BiluiUg (CSIRO Wildlife & Ecology)

CHAIR: Belinda Robinson (Assistant Secretary, Natural
Heritage Trust and Biodiversity Policy, Environment
Australia)

PANEL:

r Jim Shields, NSW Forests
o Jane Gilmour, Earthwatch Australia
o Sue Briggs, NSW National Parks & CSIRO Wildlife and Ecology
o David Marsh, commercial farmer and conservationist

Seminar summary below by R1g9t.B_ec"kgtan.

The third seminar in CPBR's Biodiversity seminar series took place on 20 september. Belinda
Robinson, the manager of Environment Australia's Natual Heritage Trust, introduced the theme,
asking the audience to consider whether biodiversity credits were a panacea or simply a case of
the emperor's new clothes. Introducing herself as an environmental lawyer and someone who likes
nothing better than a good piece of legislation, she explained that getting environmental
legislation through parliarnents is not easy, and wondered whether the legislative approach was
always the best way to achieve community uptake of desirable attitudes and behaviour.
Furthermore, tiere may never be enough money for governments to frx our biodiversity problems
and therefore the search is on for altematives to deliver changes efficiently.

Do biodiversity credits offer such an alternative? To answer that, we need to know whether the
'products' of biodiversity can be measured. And should biodiversity be up for sale anyway? If
aspects of it are, who will be the buyers and the sellers? And will the market deliver the 'right'
outcomes?

The subsequent talk aad discussions between the panellists and the audience cast some interesting
light on these questions, while also raising some new ones.

First, CSIRO environmental economist Carl Binning delivered an interesting and fast-paced talk,
which is summarised briefly here.

Summary of Biodiversity Credits - Rhetoric or Reality

carl Binning introduced the idea of biodiversity credits, analogous to those that have been
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proposed for carbon trading in an effort to curb greenhouse gas emissions. He suggested that
whether or not a system of biodiversity credits is ever implemented, thinking about the idea forces
us to consider more precisely what we want in terms of biodiversity, and why.

He drew attention to the functional role of biodiversity in landscapes. Here and throughout his
talk, he stressed that biodiversity is not merely nature conservation. It is more about landscape
sustainability. With a series of diagrams he expiained how modem thinking views landscapes in a
more integrated fashion than in the recent past.

He felt that conservation should take an ecosystem approach and apply this across various
different land uses. National Parks, he asserted, were just one place for keeping biodiversity -
certainly not the only or necessarily the 'best' place.

Carl then considered the question of what constitutes a sustainable landscape. As most Austalian
landscapes involve production, how does biodiversity underpin this? And what of the need for
heterogeneity in landscapes ?

Farmers of the future

If biodiversity credits were implemented, a typical farmet' s balance sheet in 20 years couid look
quite different. , While still achieving atleast 50Vo of their income from selling wool and
cereals on the world market, farmers in the future might also eam money from carbon credits,
from the sale of timber from agroforestry operations, from payments for water flltmtion services,
and for salinity and biodiversity credits - the latter perhaps funded by a concemed philanthopic
trust.

Such future farmers would, of course, need a range of buyers for their services just as they do for
their harvests. The identity of the buyers is a key point in the entire system. Carl maintained that
govemments would remain important players in biodiversity. However, instrumentalities and
ethical investors would be other buyers. Corporations could become buyers, either to promote
their good citizenship or simply to 'get in on the ground floor' of a new commercial opporftnity.

Creating scarcity

Buyers couid be encouraged by creating scarcity. Placing limits on the use of what are already
limited natural resources will create scarcity. In tum, scarcity creates value which can create
demand.

But making a market is hard work. One of the first steps in doing this is improving our ability to
quantify the benefits that flow from biodiversity and ecosystem services.

Counting the benefits

Until we can quantify the benefits accuately, it wili be hard to secure the political will required to
crcate targets and enforce resource use caps on biodiversity. Carl called this first step 'leaming to
count'. This will need scientists to work with economists to define a sensible curency for
different environmental resources, including biodiversity.

Once a type of currency is in place, it allows us to speak of equivalences and thereby enables
offsets to be suggested, - -. . How much nee-planting, for example, is required to offset the
clearing of vegetation of suategic value?

Carl gave examples of how we could 'count' biodiversity. In the rangelands, for example,



watering points and landscape function are important; focal species could be used for assessing
fragmented systems; and intact systems would follow the BIORAP reserve selection process.

Whatever the procedure used, incentives are required and that is why a market is needed.
Education alone is not enough. While it may change attitudes, it rarely changes behaviour,
especially when self-interest is involved.

The talk concluded with the point that we have an ethical responsibility for nature, but that doesn't
mean that we can't be well-focussed and strategic in our approach to it. Humans are in the system,
and biodiversity conservation needs to take account of this. In some places - for example,
Australia's food bowl - the main issue for the landscape is sustainable food production. This must
be factored into any credit system.

PANEL DISCUSSTON

Belinda Robinson, as Chair, then introduced the panel. She fust asked Jim Shields how, as a
public servant, he sees biodiversity credits delivering on public environmental policy in a
practical sense.

Jim considered that biodiversity credits offer the best, ifnot the only, way to deliver on
biodiversity policy. Biodiversity conservation operates at an inappropriate scale for anything other
tlan an economic solution to be useful. If we don't have some investment in credits to counter the
scale of development that we're currently undertaking, there's very Iittle chance of achieving our
targets for biodiversity conservation. At present, biodiversity has no value - except in a negative
or punitive way. If biodiversity on a property had value, the system would change. Currently
governments are the ones bearing the cost that biodiversity conservation puts on society. Agencies
managing land for nature conservation only have regulations and negative financial instruments
available - no rewards are possible.

In her reply, Jane refered to the point that Jim had made about biodiversity being only a cost. No-
one pays for the land degradation costs ofa bowl of breakfast cereal. We need to take into account
these costs, but also have a mechanism for looking at the positive value of conserving
biodiversity. Jane felt thag in the end, a biodiversity credit system was probably the way to go.
However, she admitted that there were several problems associated with it. Markets can tend to
develop a mind of their own; we may end up with situations that we don't necessarily want - for
example, too many koala sanctuaries (and koalas aren't all that popular in parts of Victoria) !

To avoid this, we need checks and balances to regulate the market. Otherwise it is merely a
market - a tade for its own sake.

Dollars not enough - the ethical issue, in Jane's opinion, remains fundamental. You can't ever put
a value on certain aesthetic qualities - and that's one of the problems.

Belinda then asked David Marsh, as a farmer, what would maximise the chances of a qedit
system being embraced by landholders.

David felt that, curently, the impediments that got in the way of achieving environmental
outcomes for farrners were a lack of 'big' dollars, and also the problem of land managers being
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Belinda then touched on some ethical questions. She asked Jane Gilrnour whether biodiversity
should be put up for sale. Should it no! perhaps, be managed as a free service - a recognised
public good?



the passive recipients of haad-outs when money is forthcoming. He saw biodiversity credits as a
way of changing people's behaviour. The credits would compensate when land currenfly used for
agriculfural production was tumed over to ecosystem services.

At the moment, David felt, people are not changng the landscape enough in order to combat, say,
salinity or other problems. Biodiversity credits were broad enough to help combat these issues as

well as heip with biodiversity. Moreover, he made the point that it's biodiversity that actually
drives the economy of the nation. The development of Australia came &om the liquidation of
much natural capital which was turned into what we term income.

Belinda asked Sue Briggs, who has done a lot of work on valuing biodiversity for tradeability,
how easy it was to value.

Sue felt that we need an index for biodiversity that truly reflects what we want, including
landscape values and ecosystem services. She is quite optimistic that we aheady have enough
idormation for creating such an index for most landscapes, although not all. Problems could arise
il terms of the scale at which an index would operate. Her concern is that people could actively
distort a biodiversity index. For example, if fallen logs - an important habitat measue - are
valued, then landowners could chop down trees from a remnant woodland on part of their
property, drag the logs into a paddock and increase the biodiversity value there.

The previous article was obtained from the CSIRO Centre for Plant Biodiversity
Research web site urvw.anbg.sov.au/cpbr.
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CSIRO Display at the 'Earth Alive' Biodiversity Day at Bowral
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